well, hello there!
I'm Kristie Keever

Dear Global Leader,
Hello, hello and Welcome! I am excited to meet you and get to know you and
your brand!
As one of the amazing bonuses you get with your program is a personalized
AUDIT and REVIEW of your brand. If you've ever wondered if you are showing
up the way you really want to be seen (as the expert that you are) and what you
may be missing to get you there, then you are going to love this bonus.
My goal is to help you put your best BRAND forward when people meet you, to
articulate the swagger of instant credibility when they see you online, and do so
in a way that converts your target audience into clients with the level of
excitement equal to winning the lottery.
My name is Kristie Keever, I teach women on a mission how not to just design a
great brand, but how to BECOME a brand of impact. For over a decade I have
worked privately with clients to plan, design and build a brand of impact. They
have since; tripled and quadrupled their revenue, been featured in major media
publications, spoken internationally, developed signature programs, and signed
series book deals and build tribes that span the globe.
Translation = Impact.
My mission is to create clarity from the complicated and to empower you to
attract loyal tribes with my proven method known as the R.I.P.L. Effect (Rise.
Income. Prestige. Legacy) based on secrets used by the most iconic celebrity
brands in the marketplace today.
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next steps

What to Expect

To get started with your customize BRAND
audit and review, follow the steps below.
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Click the button to watch a quick

Step
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Tell me about your brand by

Step
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Step

welcome video on what to expect

WATCH VIDEO

completing the brand questionnaire

QUESTIONNAIRE

Schedule your review session here**

SCHEDULE

Be sure your questionnaire info is completed first and at least 48-72 hours before the
scheduled session so that I have time to review!

I look forward to meeting you and supporting you as you leverage your brand and
create your own RIPL effect.

Kristie Keever
Website: www.KristieKeever.com

Instagram: @kristiekeever

